In this paper we apply the idea of Revision Rules, originally developed within the framework of the theory of truth and later extended to a general mode of definition, to the analysis of the arithmetical hierarchy. This is also intended as an example of how ideas and tools from philosophical logic can provide a different perspective on mathematically more "respectable" entities. Revision Rules were first introduced by A. Gupta and N. Belnap as tools in the theory of truth, and they have been further developed to provide the foundations for a general theory of (possibly circular) definitions. Revision Rules are non-monotonic inductive operators that are iterated into the transfinite beginning with some given "bootstrapper" or "initial guess." Since their iteration need not give rise to an increasing sequence, Revision Rules require a particular kind of operation of "passage to the limit," which is a variation on the idea of the inferior limit of a sequence. We then define a sequence of sets of strictly increasing arithmetical complexity, and provide a representation of these sets by means of an operator G(x, φ) whose "revision" is carried out over ω 2 beginning with any total function satisfying certain relatively simple conditions. Even this relatively simple constraint is later lifted, in a theorem whose proof is due to Anil Gupta.
double duty, in that it will be used to indicate both the first limit ordinal and the set of natural numbers. Let us first say a few informal words in the way of motivation.
Consider some equation in the language of arithmetic:
G(x 1 , . . . , x n ) = · · · G · · · .
We want to take ( * ) as a definition of G, but of course not all such equations succeed in uniquely picking out a function. Indeed, there might be many G's satisfying ( * ), or there could be none, and we don't have in general a criterion to assess the situation one way or the other.
However, even in the absence of a suitable criterion, one sensible way to proceed is as follows: let us make some hypothesis as to what G is (for instance, suppose G is some function ψ) and let's try to use this hypothesis in order to compute G. That is, whenever the instructions for computing G(x), as coded by equation ( * ), require that we supply some value G(y), we use ψ(y) instead. Should we find out that our hypothesis ψ does not satisfy ( * ) and therefore must be corrected in some way or other, we will revise it accordingly. Thus we obtain a new function, with which we can start the process all over again. This amounts to taking ( * ) as a rule of revision in the style of Gupta [2] , Belnap [1] , and Herzberger [4] , a way of getting a "better" function satisfying ( * ), when supplied with some hypothesis as to the extension (or graph) of G. 2 The crucial point in this procedure is to use equation ( * ) to "revise" hypothetical solutions. This can be accomplished as follows. Modify the "definition" of G by introducing an extra function parameter as follows:
G(x 1 , . . . , x n , φ) = · · · φ · · · . ( * * )
We shall not lay any other constraints on φ, except that it should be total, and this for technical as well as philosophical reasons. If we allow ourselves a "bootstrapper" to provide 2 Indeed, the approach to computability we are about to consider was first suggested by an observation of Nuel Belnap. The sense in which the rule of revision yields a "better"
candidate for G will become clear in what follows. For a general reference see Gupta and
Belnap [3] .
a "guess" any time the initial equation does not suffice to determine a unique output value, this might as well be total. In other words: if the function we are trying to define will fail to yield a value for some arguments, only the "definition" of G should be to blame,
and not the fact that we have built partial answers right into the formalism. Moreover, as is well known, higher-type fuctionals usually are ill-behaved if partial functions are allowed to occur as their arguments. In particular, if such arguments are allowed, it is more difficult to assess their complexity. So, unless otherwise indicated, we decide to avoid them altogether.
Given ( * * ), and having chosen some particular function ψ to be used as a "bootstrapper," we apply the Revision process. This process is organized in stages, as follows: at the first stage we compute G( x) according to ( * * ) (where x = x 1 , . . . , x n ), using the bootstrapper to supply those values G( y) that might be required. This specifies some function G . Now we repeat the process, except that we use G to supply those values that might be required by any computation of G. Again, in this way we obtain some function G that can then itself be used in the revision process. As we might want to iterate this process into the transfinite, we have to decide what to do at limit stages, when there is no "previous stage" to rely upon. The idea is then to set G( x) = y at some limit stage λ if the value assigned to x eventually settles = y beginning with some stage ρ < λ and set G( x) = ψ( x)
if the value of x keeps oscillating as we approach λ from below. It is perfectly reasonable, moreover, to let the value of the bootstrapper ψ vary according to the stage (zero or limit) at which it is invoked, so that in principle we could allow ψ to have an ordinal parameter.
In order to keep things simple, however, we adopt the constant limit rule, and use the same guess throughout. These ideas are spelled out more formally below.
1 DEFINITION. Let G(x 1 , . . . , x n , φ) be an arithmetical functional; let ψ be a total function from n-tuples of natural numbers into the natural numbers. Define the ρ-revision of G under intitial hypothesis ψ, by induction on ρ:
ψ(x 1 , . . . , x n ), otherwise.
For limit ordinals λ, we also write 3
We would like to know whether G ψ ρ (x 1 , . . . , x n ) converges to some function as ρ increases. If so, we may consider such limit as the function defined by G relative to ψ. On the other hand, such a limit might not exist in general for all n-tuples of arguments, and yet it is possible that for certain arguments k 1 , . . . , k n the value of G ψ ρ (k 1 , . . . , k n ) stabilizes at some limit as ρ increases. In this case, although the "definition" G(x 1 , . . . , x n , φ) = · · · φ · · · fails uniquely to identify a function, it allows us to settle the value to be assigned to
NOTATION. For any non-successor ordinal ρ we define G ψ <ρ to be the same as G ψ ρ but without the contribution of ψ at ρ. Formally:
From the definition it follows that if ρ = 0 then G ψ <ρ = ∅. We can also employ a "limit" notation for this notion:
We are going to use Revision Rules to represent sets of natural numbers having higher and higher arithmetical complexity. First of all, we characterize the complexity of revision processes of length < ω 2 obtained by iterating a recursive revision rule.
2 DEFINITION. Given a natural number t and a function φ, we write t ⊂ φ if t is (the code of) an initial segment of φ: for some n > 0,
Notice that the assertion "t ⊂ φ" does not involve any universal quantifier, but is equivalent to a finite conjunction of atomic sentences of the form ((t) i ) 1 = φ(i) for i < (t). Moreover,
by "x ∈ t" we mean ∃p < (t) (t) p = x (where (t) is the length of t).
If G(x, φ) is a functional, by G (x, t) we refer to the function that computes the same program as G, except that whenever G would query the oracle for the value φ(n), G looks for the first m such that n, m ∈ t (if no such pair is in t, then G is undefined).
is recursive, then G (x, t) is Σ 0 1 , and G(x, φ) = y if and only if ∃tG (x, t) = y. We will write G(x, t) for G (x, t). Observe also that "s ⊂ λx G(x, t)" can be written as
where the first quantifier is clearly bounded, e is the code of a partial function computing G(x, t), and T is Kleene's T-predicate. It follows that if G is itself Σ 0 n , then so is "s ⊂ λx G(x, t)." 3 THEOREM. Let G(x, φ) be a recursive functional. Then for every n we have that
Proof. We establish (a n ) and (b n ) simultaneously by induction on n, where (b n ) is the statement that there is a ∆ 0 2n+1 [ψ] predicate P n (x, y, q) such that
Clearly, b n follows.
To establish (b 0 ) we must show that there is a ψ-recursive predicate P (x, y, q) such
The idea is to use a form of "course-of-values" recursion. In fact, we can write:
Since G ψ q (x) = y can be written both in existential and universal form, it follows that it is recursive.
CASE n + 1. In order to establish (a n+1 ), we observe that it is possible to characterize
as follows:
predicate of x, y and q by the inductive hypothesis (b n ); it follows that G ψ <ω·n+ω is Σ 0 2n+2 [ψ] . Thus, (a n+1 ) holds.
Now we tackle (b n+1
). This case is dealt with in a manner similar to case for (b 0 ), using the inductive hypothesis to obtain both a Π 0 2(n+1)
[ψ] and a Σ 0
: it suffices then to replace (s) 0 ⊂ ψ in (1) and (2) 
. The latter is still Σ 0 2n+2 , so this gives that G ψ ω·(n+1)+q (x) = y is ∆ 0 2n+3 , as required.
Having obtained an upper bound on the complexity of revision processes of length < ω 2 with recursive revision rules, we show that this bound is optimal. We first need to establish the following definitions and auxiliary results.
DEFINITION.
A set A is many-one reducible to a set B, written A ≤ m B, if there is a total recursive function f such that for all x,
In this case, we say that A ≤ m B via function f . 4 5 DEFINITION. For any set A, we denote by A [y] the "y-th section" of A, namely:
This can be easily generalized to functions:
In general, as already noted, we will tend not to distinguish between sets and functions.
Clearly, any set can be regarded as a function; conversely, with any function φ we can associate the set { x : φ(x) = 0}.
We now define a sequence of sets of natural numbers that not only have higher and higher arithmetical complexity, but also turn out to be the most suitable to be represented in terms of Revision Rules.
DEFINITION. For any set A, let
Tot A = x : {x} A is total
Thus, Par A is the set of the indices of all functions that are partial (i.e., non-total) in A. 5 Next, we define the sets Par (n) by induction on n:
.
Notice that
Before we can use the sets Par (n) , we have to investigate their properties, beginning with their level in the arithmetical hierarchy.
Proof. The case for n = 1 is found in Soare [6] , p. 66. The inductive step generalizes that proof. So assume that the First Lemma holds for n > 0. We want to prove it for n + 1.
It is clear that Par (n+1) is Σ 0 2n+2 (since x ∈ Par (n+1) iff "there is p such that for all q, q is not a halting computation of {x} Par
. Then there is a Σ 0 2n predicate P such that S(x) ⇐⇒ ∃p∀q P (p, q, x)
By inductive hypothesis there is a total recursive function h such that
Use the s-m-n Theorem to define a recursive f such that
Even though we are not going to need it, observe that function {f (x)} is Σ 0 1 in the complement of Par (n) ; hence (by inductive hypothesis) it is Σ 0 2n+1 . Moreover, the following equivalences hold:
The main idea that we are going to use is a procedure that determines whether e is the index of a recursive function that is total (relative to some given oracle). We can describe it informally as follows. Given a function {e}, "to simulate -or, more simply, to run{e} according to the consecutive strategy" means to start {e} on input 0; if and when this computation halts, start {e} on input 1, and so on. It is clearly possible to keep track of the total number of steps {e} carries out while we run it according to the consecutive strategy. Now suppose you want to find out whether some function {e} is total or not. Here's a natural way to proceed: we run the consecutive emulation of {e} on inputs 0, 1, 2, . . .; after each step (i.e., execution of one instruction) of {e} on whatever input it is running on, we look: if the machine stops precisely at that moment, we output 1 and start it on the next argument; otherwise we just output 0 and let it compute for one more step. When you get to ω, turn back, and look at the sequence of values you output: if {e} is not total, it entered some infinite computation, so that the sequence of values you output stabilizes to 0; but if {e} is total, both 1 and 0 will occur cofinally in the sequence. Thus, if {e} is not total, e is assigned value 0 at limit stages, while if it is total, the bootstrapper will be invoked. But if we are only looking at stabilization before or at ω, this is enough to allow us to decide whether {e} is total.
The difficult part of this strategy is to keep track of the time, i.e, the total number of steps for which {e} has already been simulated according to the consecutive strategy. This is accomplished by means of particular functions {e i } (for i ∈ ω), which behave as follows: for any i let {e i } be a function that computes for one step and outputs 0 on x ≤ i, and never converges if x > i. The index e i can be generated uniformly in i. We are now going to look for a uniform representation of all sets of the form Σ 0 2n for each n. In the next definition we define certain indices t n that in a sense "code" the sets Par (n) .
7 DEFINITION. Let p be any index such that for any A and all x we have {p} A (x) ↑. We define indices t i , for 0 ≤ i, by induction on i as follows. First define t 0 :
↑, otherwise. Now, using the Recursion theorem, define t n+1 :
{t n+1 } A (x): if both 1. t n+1 ∈ A; and 2. t n / ∈ A hold, then output 0; else be undefined.
We need to see that t n can be found uniformly (i.e., recursively) in n. Again, we proceed by induction on n. Clearly, t 0 is no problem. Assume there is a way to generate t 1 , . . . , t n uniformly. Let g be a function such that for any i:
if both i ∈ A and t n / ∈ A hold, then output 0; else be undefined.
Function g exists and is total recursive by Church's thesis. By the Recursion Theorem, g has a "fixed point" e, for which {e} and {g(e)} are functionally equivalent. We let such an e be t n+1 . Moreover, it is part of the claim of the Recursion Theorem that e can be found effectively. Although in general functional equivalence is undecidable, in the case in question it is possible to overcome this limitation since the output of g consists of (the code of) a specific set of intructions, whose only variable element is the argument i of g.
Such argument is recoverable from g(i). 6 Thus, in order to find the fixed point e we only have to enumerate g(0), g (1), . . . until we hit the first e such that {g(e)} queries the oracle on its own index.
SECOND LEMMA. For any n:
is not total;
is total.
Proof. We establish (a) and (b) simultaneously by induction on n.
Case n = 0. Let p be as in the previous definition. Then we have:
Since obviously p / ∈ ∅, we have that (a) holds. Moreover, p ∈ Par (1) ⇐⇒ {t 0 } Par is not total. This means that t m ∈ Par (m+1) . So condition 2 of the program for {t m+1 } (as given above)
is not total. So the inductive step for (a)
holds.
To establish the inductive case for (b) we must show that {t m+1 } Par
is total. It suffices to observe that the two conditions of the program for {t m+1 } are met:
1. The inductive step for (a) -which we have already proved -now gives us that
is not total. This means that t m+1 ∈ Par (m+2) .
The inductive hypothesis gives that {t
is total, i.e. that t m / ∈ Par (m+2) .
This completes the proof of the Second Lemma.
We are finally ready to establish our theorem, according to which it is possible to give a revision rule that, when iterated through ω 2 will in turn compute arithmetical sets of higher and higher arithmetical complexity, i.e., our sets Par (n) . As we announced, we will first impose certain constraints on the bootstrapper; these will be expressed in the form of an arithmetical predicate P (α). We will then show how these constranits can be lifted, provided we are willing to give up a stage-by-stage correspondence between the complexity of the set being represented and the length of the revision process necessary to represent it.
THEOREM.
There are a recursive functional G and an arithmetical constraint P (α) such that
Moreover, this result is optimal, since G ψ <ω·n is itself Σ 0 2n .
Proof. The basic idea is to define a recursive functional G(x, φ) with the understanding that in the revision process the argument φ will be replaced by the previous revision stage.
Essentially, this is the idea of the proof: we want G(x, G ψ ω·n+p ) to "find out" the values of n and p, and then proceed as follows: if x is not of the form n + 1, z , simply output halts precisely at the (p + 1)-st step we output 1, we else output 0.
The crucial, and most difficult part is how to "find out" n, p. The reader is advised that the proof is long.
Let t be index of some total function that computes for at least two steps on any argument x. Let t i be as before; i.e., {t n } Par is total. We now slightly modify the definition of e i , i.e.:
Intuitively, t i and e i are what allows us to find out n and p. Suppose we are given as input some function φ as the result of the previous stage of the revision process: we can determine whether Par (n+1) has already been computed by checking whether t i ∈ φ. This gives us n. Likewise, we can determine p by checking if φ [n] has already discovered that {e i }.
Let P (α) be the conjunction of the following conditions, which we suppose satisfied in the following:
α( i, t ) = 2 for i ≥ 0;
We now define G(x, φ) by cases as follows: respectively.
We show that G(x, φ), defined in this way, meets the following desiderata. The first three show G to be recursive (in that all its unbounded searches succeed), and the last one establishes the theorem.
0, if i < n and p = 0;
1, if i = n and p = 0;
1, if i = n + 1 and p > 0;
Observe, once and for all, that d3, as it were, has an "upward" as well as a "downward" direction. It tells us, first, that all of the arguments already dealt with by G are preserved at later stages (a form of monotony), and also that arguments of the form n + 1, x are not dealt with before stage n, so that their values are to some extent also preserved "downward."
Desiderata d1-d4 are established simultaneously by induction on the lexicographic ordering of the pairs n, p . So fix n and p, and assume d1-d4 hold for all m and q such that either m < n or m = n and q < p. We distinguish three main cases, according as n = p = 0, or p > 0, or n > p = 0.
then d1 holds vacuously. Moreover, d2 holds by choice of ψ as well:
Finally, d3 is obvious in this case, while d4 can be easily established since
CASE p > 0. For d1, we are looking at
If p − 1 = 0 and n = 0 then case 1 of the definition of G applies, and we run {t 0 } ∅ (0) for 1 step; this function never halts, so we output 0 as required by the first case of d1; if i > 0 then i + 1 > 1, so we output
by choice of ψ, as required by the fourth case of d1.
So suppose p > 1 or n > 0. If p > 1 then by the inductive hypothesis on d2 G ψ ω·n+p−1 ( 1, e 0 ) = 0, so case 2 applies. By the inductive hypothesis on d1 the first i such that
is n + 1. By the inductive hypothesis on d2 the first j such that
is p − 1. So we run {t n } for p steps with oracle (G ψ ω·n+p−1 ) [n] . By the inductive hypothesis on d4 this is the same as Par (n) . Function {t n } with such an oracle is then empty and we output 0 as required by the first case of d1 (the first result for i < n is given by the inductive hypothesis on d1 and d3). If i = n + 1 then, as required by the fourth case of d1, we output
which is 1 by choice of ψ and the fact that this value is preserved (inductive hypothesis on d3).
If n > 0 but p = 1 then again the inductive hypothesis on d2 tells us that case 2 applies. By the inductive hypothesis on d1 the first i such that G ψ ω·n ( i + 1, t i ) = 1 is n. CASE n > p = 0. For d1 we must show that
But this follows from the inductive hypothesis, since if i < n then i ≤ (n − 1), and we only need apply the inductive hypothesis on the first case of d1 to see that at the limit we obtain 0; on the other hand, if i = n then i = (n − 1) + 1, so that by the same token we obtain 1 at the limit.
Finally, we observe that d2 and d3 hold vacuously, and that the case for d4 is clear from the definition of G and the inductive hypothesis. This completes the proof of the theorem.
COROLLARY. The set of (the codes of) the true sentences of first order arithmetic is many-one reducible to G ψ <ω 2 .
We now proceed to generalize this result. As mentioned, if we are willing to give up a precise stage-by-stage correspondence between the complexity of the sets we compute and the length of the revision process necessary to compute them, then we can drop the restriction of the bootstrapper.
The following theorem is due to Anil Gupta (personal communication). The proof given here is a simplification of his original proof. The basic idea is to let the computed set lag ω cycles behind the revision process. This gives the revision process enough "time" to compute both Par (n) and its complement. This also shows that unless there are constraints on the bootstrapper, we cannot have a stage-by-stage correspondence between the revision process and the complexity of the computed set.
9 THEOREM. (Gupta) There is a recursive functional G such that
].
Proof. For any φ ∈ ω ω , let
{e : φ( 1, n − 1, e ) = 0}, otherwise.
Then we can define the functional G(x, φ) by cases as follows (recall that in the revision process the function argument will be replaced by the function obtained at the previous stage). So let:
, if x has any other form. Now let ψ be any bootstrapper. We need to show that for any n > 0 and σ such that
whence the theorem follows. In turn, this follows from the following facts, and in particular from 5.: Fact 0. is easily established. Observe that G ψ ω·n+p ( 0, 0 ) acts as a "counter," in that it is starts out with value ψ( 0, 0 ), then it increases strictly monotonically as a function of p, it is "reset" to ψ( 0, 0 ) at ω, then it increases again, and so on. More precisely, We now establish the remaining facts 1.-5. by simultaneous induction on σ.
CASE: σ = 0. For 1., suppose {e}(x) ↓ r : then G simulates {e} with empty oracle for the number of steps given by the counter; as soon as this counter becomes ≥ r, we have G ψ q ( 1, 0, e, x ) = r. Since the converse holds too, 1. follows. Facts 2., 4. and 5. hold vacuously when σ = 0. So we take up fact 3.: suppose e ∈ Par (1) , and let x be the smallest argument on which {e}(x) ↑. Then as soon as G ψ q ( 1, 0, e, x ) becomes constant = 0, so does G ψ q ( 2, n, e ) = 0.
CASE: σ limit. Fact 1. is perfectly parallel to the case for σ = 0, using the inductive hypothesis on 5. to show that the right oracle is used in the simulation of {e}. Facts 2. and 4. follow immediately from the inductive hypothesis. As for σ = 0, fact 3. follows from 1., and 5. follows from 3.
CASE: σ = τ + 1. Fact 1. is easily established using the inductive hypothesis on 5. that tells us that the right oracle (G ψ τ ) [n] = Par (n) is used in the simulation of {e}. For fact 2., suppose {e} Par (n) (x) ↑; then, given that {e} is simulated with the correct oracle, we always have value 0, no matter how large the value of the counter. to be terminated before we have enough evidence to assign 2, n, e value 1.
Finally, 5. follows from 3. and 4.
This completes our analysis of the arithmetical hierarchy. We have succeeded in giving a Rule of Revision, whose iteration through ω 2 computes increasingly complex arithmetical sets. In so doing we have, first, laid certain constraints on the allowable bootstrappers.
These constraints are elementary, however, compared to the complexity of the sets we represent. Then we have shown how even these constraints can be avoided, provided we
give up a precise correspondence between the ordinal length of the revision process and the complexity of the set it computes.
